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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to multi-use
power interfaces. In particular, it relates to a multi-use
optical data, powerline data, and ground power interface
for a vehicle (e.g., an airplane).

BACKGROUND

[0002] Systems operating onboard a vehicle may gen-
erate as well as receive significant amounts of data. For
example, in the case of an aircraft, advanced avionics,
in-flight entertainment systems, catering systems, pas-
senger systems, and other on-board systems generate
and/or utilize substantial amounts of data. As just one
particular example for an aircraft, significant data is gen-
erated in connection with on-board monitoring systems,
such as engine monitoring systems. Engine monitoring
data may include, for example, compression ratios, ro-
tations per minute, temperature, vibration, and other en-
gine operational data. In addition, inflight entertainment
systems for aircraft also can involve significant data, such
as terabytes of data for a suite of movies.
[0003] Current and future airplane systems, such as
avionics, video surveillance systems, inflight entertain-
ment systems, and in military aircraft, the military elec-
tronics mission systems all require large data pipes to
move data on and off the aircraft during passenger and
equipment loading and unloading on the ground. For
these airplane systems, many Gigabytes of data must
be moved. The current data pipe bandwidth capacity in
existing wireless off board communications solutions is
not capable of moving this amount of data on or off an
airplane within a reasonable timeframe. Hours or days
are required to move these large data cashes onboard
or off board the airplane.
[0004] Currently, data is transferred to and from an air-
craft on the ground by using a combination of sneakernet
(i.e. the manual delivery of physically carrying electronic
data via, for example, a universal serial bus (USB) flash
drive or hard drive) and radios (e.g., GateLink or a cellular
modem) currently installed on the airplane to wirelessly
transfer data. However, both of these conventional data
transfer methods are slow. In addition, when utilizing ra-
dios for the data transfer, each radio data link incurs a
usage charge and, as such, they are discouraged on the
ground because they can be costly.
[0005] Demand for additional communication chan-
nels and data transfer needs is driving rapid change in
connection with such communications. Such increased
demand is due, for example, to increasing reliance by
ground systems upon data from the aircraft, as well as
increased communication needs of the flight crew, cabin
crew, and passengers. In addition, data diversity along
with an increasing number of applications producing and
consuming data in support of a wide range of business

processes puts additional demand on communications.
[0006] There is therefore a need for an improved tech-
nology for quickly transferring large amounts of data to
and from a vehicle on the ground.
[0007] Document US 2016/0301481 A1 discloses a
vehicle that includes an onboard connector including a
conductive portion and an optical communication portion.
The vehicle further includes an optical interface coupled
in communication with the onboard connector and on-
board systems of the vehicle. The optical interface is con-
figured to at least one of receive or transmit optical signals
via the optical communication portion. When a ground-
system connector is connected to the onboard connector,
data included in the optical signals is communicated be-
tween the ground system connector and the onboard sys-
tems of the vechicle.
[0008] Document US 2011/0097039 A1 discloses an
interconnection system including an optoelectronic re-
ceptacle connector including insulative housing defines
a cylindrical receiving chamber having a front and rear
end. An aligning pin extends from the rear end into the
chamber and with an optical receiver disposed in the
chamber. An optoelectronic plug connector includes a
jack member defining a passage to receive the aligning
pin when the plug connector is inserted into the recepta-
cle connector. An organizer is enveloped on the jack
member and defines at least a pair of orifices aligned
with the optical receiver. And an optoelectronic cable in-
cludes at least a pair of fiber optics disposed within the
orifices of the organizer and at least a conductive wires
terminated to the jack member.

SUMMARY

[0009] The invention concerns a method and a system
for communicating data between a vehicle and a ground
system, according to independent claims 1 and 9, re-
spectively, Further embodiments of the invention can be
found in the dependent claims.
[0010] The present disclosure relates to a method, sys-
tem, and apparatus for a multi-use optical data, powerline
data, and ground power interface for an airplane and for
airplane factory automation. In one or more embodi-
ments, a method for communicating data between a ve-
hicle and a ground system comprises disposing a pin of
a connector of a multi-use power interface, which is con-
nected to the ground system, into a socket of a connector
of the vehicle such that a lens located on an end of the
pin mates with an interior surface of a bottom of the sock-
et. In one or more embodiments, the pin and the socket
each comprise an optical portion and a power portion.
The method further comprises providing, by the ground
system, power to an onboard system on the vehicle via
the power portions of the pin and the socket. Further, the
method comprises communicating at least a portion of
the data between the onboard system and the ground
system via the optical portions of the pin and the socket.
[0011] In one or more embodiments, the method fur-
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ther comprises communicating at least a portion of the
data between the onboard system and the ground system
via the power portions of the pin and the socket.
[0012] In at least one embodiment, the lens is concave
shaped and the interior surface of the bottom of the sock-
et is convex shaped. In some embodiments, the lens is
convex shaped and the interior surface of the bottom of
the socket is concave shaped.
[0013] In one or more embodiments, the method fur-
ther comprises spreading, by the lens, a beam of an op-
tical signal radiating from the optical portion of the pin.
[0014] In at least one embodiment, the vehicle is an
airborne vehicle, a space vehicle, a terrestrial vehicle, or
a marine vehicle.
[0015] In one or more embodiments, the data compris-
es aircraft control domain data, aircraft information sys-
tems data, and/or inflight entertainment data.
[0016] In at least one embodiment, the pin is remova-
ble from the connector of the multi-use power interface.
[0017] In one or more embodiments, the power com-
prises alternating current (AC) power.
[0018] In at least one embodiment, the onboard system
is an avionics system, an aircraft control domain system,
an aircraft information system, a video surveillance sys-
tem, an inflight entertainment system, or a mission sys-
tem.
[0019] In one or more embodiments, a system for com-
municating data between a vehicle and a ground system
comprises the ground system connected to a multi-use
power interface. The system further comprises the vehi-
cle comprising a connector, which comprises a socket.
Further the system comprises the multi-use power inter-
face comprising a connector, which comprises a pin that
is to be disposed into the socket such that a lens located
on an end of the pin mates with an interior surface of a
bottom of the socket. In one or more embodiments, the
ground system is to provide power to an onboard system
on the vehicle via power portions of the pin and the sock-
et. In some embodiments, at least a portion of the data
is communicated between the onboard system and the
ground system via optical portions of the pin and the sock-
et.
[0020] In at least one embodiment, at least a portion
of the data is communicated between the onboard sys-
tem and the ground system via the power portions of the
pin and the socket.
[0021] In one or more embodiments, the lens is to
spread a beam of an optical signal radiating from the
optical portion of the pin.
[0022] In at least one embodiment, a method for com-
municating data between a vehicle and a ground system
comprises receiving, by a vehicle bus multiplexer on the
vehicle, the data via a plurality of vehicle data buses from
an onboard system on the vehicle. The method further
comprises multiplexing, by the vehicle bus multiplexer,
the data into at least one data path of a multi-use power
interface. Also, the method comprises transmitting, by
the multi-use power interface via at least one data path,

the data from the vehicle bus multiplexer to a ground bus
multiplexer associated with the ground system. In addi-
tion, the method comprises demultiplexing, by the ground
bus multiplexer, the data from at least one data path of
the multi-use power interface into a plurality of ground
data buses associated with the ground system. Further,
the method comprises transmitting, by the ground bus
multiplexer, the data via the plurality of ground data buses
to the ground system.
[0023] In one or more embodiments, each of the vehi-
cle data buses comprises an ARINC bus, a CAN bus, an
RS bus, an optical bus, and/or an Ethernet bus. In some
embodiments, each of the ground data buses comprises
an ARINC bus, a CAN bus, an RS bus, an optical bus,
and/or an Ethernet bus.
[0024] In at least one embodiment, at least one data
path comprises an optical data path and/or a broadband
over powerline (BPL) data path. In one or more embod-
iments, the optical portion of a pin on a connector of the
multi-use power interface comprises the optical data
path. In some embodiments, the power portion of a pin
on a connector of the multi-use power interface compris-
es the BPL data path.
[0025] In one or more embodiments, the vehicle bus
multiplexer is housed within the vehicle. In at least one
embodiment, the ground bus multiplexer is housed within
the ground system. In some embodiments, the data com-
prises aircraft control domain data, aircraft information
systems data, and/or inflight entertainment data. In some
embodiments, the onboard system is an avionics system,
an aircraft control domain system, an aircraft information
system, a video surveillance system, an inflight enter-
tainment system, and/or a mission system. In at least
one embodiment, the ground system is a ground power
cart or test equipment.
[0026] In at least one embodiment, a method for com-
municating data between a ground system and a vehicle
comprises receiving, by a ground bus multiplexer asso-
ciated with the ground system, the data via a plurality of
ground data buses associated with the ground system.
The method further comprises multiplexing, by the
ground bus multiplexer, the data into at least one data
path of a multi-use power interface. Also, the method
comprises transmitting, by the multi-use power interface
via at least one data path, the data from the ground bus
multiplexer to a vehicle bus multiplexer on the vehicle.
In addition, the method comprises demultiplexing, by the
vehicle bus multiplexer, the data from at least one data
path of the multi-use power interface into a plurality of
vehicle data buses on the vehicle. Further, the method
comprises transmitting, by the vehicle bus multiplexer,
the data via the plurality of vehicle data buses to an on-
board system on the vehicle.
[0027] In one or more embodiments, a system for com-
municating data between a vehicle and a ground system
comprises a vehicle bus multiplexer on the vehicle to
receive the data via a plurality of vehicle data buses from
an onboard system on the vehicle, and to multiplex the
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data into at least one data path of a multi-use power in-
terface. Further, the system comprises the multi-use
power interface to transmit via at least one data path the
data from the vehicle bus multiplexer to a ground bus
multiplexer associated with the ground system. Further,
the system comprises the ground bus multiplexer to de-
multiplex the data from at least one data path of the multi-
use power interface into a plurality of ground data buses
associated with the ground system, and to transmit the
data via the plurality of ground data buses to the ground
system.
[0028] In at least one embodiment, a method for es-
tablishing a connection for the transfer of data from a
vehicle to a ground system via a multi-use power inter-
face comprises authenticating, by at least one processor
on the vehicle, the ground system by verifying (1) a volt-
age provided by the multi-use power interface is approx-
imately an expected voltage, (2) a phase separation from
a power provided by the multi-use power interface is ap-
proximately an expected phase separation, (3) a current
provided by the multi-use power interface is approximate-
ly an expected current, (4) a broadband over powerline
(BPL) link provided by the multi-use power interface is
healthy, and/or (5) an optical link provided by the multi-
use power interface is healthy. Further, the method com-
prises sending, by at least one processor, at least one
command to at least one onboard system on the vehicle
to transfer the data to the ground system via the multi-
use power interface, if at least one processor authenti-
cates the ground system.
[0029] The features, functions, and advantages can be
achieved independently in various embodiments of the
present disclosure or may be combined in yet other em-
bodiments.

DRAWINGS

[0030] These and other features, aspects, and advan-
tages of the present disclosure will become better under-
stood with regard to the following description, appended
claims, and accompanying drawings where:

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the disclosed multi-use
power interface connected to an exemplary vehicle
and an exemplary ground system, in accordance
with at least one embodiment of the present disclo-
sure.

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing an exemplary pin inter-
face of a connector of the disclosed multi-use power
interface, in accordance with at least one embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 3 is a diagram showing an exemplary pin of the
connector of the disclosed multi-use power interface
positioned to mate with a socket of a connector on
the vehicle, where the exemplary pin comprises a
convex lens, in accordance with at least one embod-

iment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 4A is a detailed diagram showing an exemplary
pin of the connector of the disclosed multi-use power
interface positioned to mate with a socket of a con-
nector on the vehicle, where the exemplary pin com-
prises a convex lens, in accordance with at least one
embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 4B is a detailed diagram showing an exemplary
pin of the connector of the disclosed multi-use power
interface mated with a socket of a connector on the
vehicle, where the exemplary pin comprises a con-
vex lens, in accordance with at least one embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 5A is a detailed diagram showing an exemplary
pin of the connector of the disclosed multi-use power
interface positioned to mate with a socket of a con-
nector on the vehicle, where the exemplary pin com-
prises a concave lens, in accordance with at least
one embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 5B is a detailed diagram showing an exemplary
pin of the connector of the disclosed multi-use power
interface mated with a socket of a connector on the
vehicle, where the exemplary pin comprises a con-
cave lens, in accordance with at least one embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 6 is a flow chart showing the disclosed method
for communicating data between a vehicle and a
ground system, in accordance with at least one em-
bodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 7 is a diagram showing the disclosed multi-use
power interface connected to an exemplary vehicle
and a ground bus multiplexer on the ground, in ac-
cordance with at least one embodiment of the
present disclosure.

FIG. 8 is a diagram showing the disclosed multi-use
power interface connected to a ground bus multi-
plexer on the ground and a vehicle bus multiplexer
on the vehicle, in accordance with at least one em-
bodiment of the present disclosure.

FIGS. 9A and 9B are a flow charts showing the dis-
closed method for communicating data between a
vehicle and a ground system utilizing bus multiplex-
ers, in accordance with at least one embodiment of
the present disclosure.

FIG. 10 is a flow chart showing the disclosed method
for establishing a connection for the transfer of data
from a vehicle to a ground system via the disclosed
multi-use power interface, in accordance with at least
one embodiment of the present disclosure.
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FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram showing the various
different types of data for the vehicle that may be
assigned to the different portions (e.g., optical por-
tions and power portions) of the disclosed multi-use
power interface, in accordance with at least one em-
bodiment of the present disclosure.

DESCRIPTION

[0031] The methods and apparatus disclosed herein
provide an operative system for a multi-use optical data,
powerline data, and ground power interface for an air-
plane and for airplane factory automation. In one or more
embodiments, the system of the present disclosure al-
lows for the transfer of large amounts of data to and from
a vehicle on the ground at a faster raster rate than by
conventional methods by employing a multi-use power
interface that provides optical data paths (which employ
concave or convex lenses for optimum data transfer),
broadband over powerline (BPL) data paths, and three-
phase alternating current (AC) power delivery to the ve-
hicle. The disclosed multi-use power interface provides
multiple Gigabit or higher communication links to and/or
from a vehicle to and/or from a ground-based data net-
work.
[0032] In addition, the system of the present disclosure
also provides bus multiplexers utilized to multiplex sig-
nals from various vehicle data buses (along with analog
discrete signals from test systems) into signals for the
data paths (e.g., the optical data paths and the BPL data
paths) of the disclosed multi-use power interface. The
disclosed bus multiplexers are also utilized to de-multi-
plex signals from the data paths of the multi-use power
interface back to the signals from the vehicle data buses
(as well as the analog discrete signals from the test sys-
tems).
[0033] As previously mentioned above, systems oper-
ating onboard a vehicle (e.g., an aircraft) may generate
as well as receive significant amounts of data. Current
and future airplane systems, such as avionics, video sur-
veillance systems, inflight entertainment systems, and in
military aircraft, the military electronics mission systems
all require large data pipes to move data on and off the
aircraft during passenger and equipment loading and un-
loading on the ground. For these airplane systems, many
Gigabytes of data must be moved. The current data pipe
bandwidth capacity in existing wireless off board com-
munications solutions is not capable of moving this
amount of data on or off an airplane within a reasonable
timeframe. Hours or days are required to move these
large data cashes onboard or off board the airplane.
[0034] Currently, data is transferred to and from an air-
craft on the ground by using a combination of sneakernet
(i.e. the manual delivery of physically carrying electronic
data via, for example, a universal serial bus (USB) flash
drive or hard drive) and radios (e.g., GateLink or a cellular
modem) currently installed on the airplane to wirelessly
transfer data. However, both of these conventional data

transfer methods are slow. In addition, when utilizing ra-
dios for the data transfer, each radio data link incurs a
usage charge and, as such, they are discouraged on the
ground because they can be costly.
[0035] For example, currently, when an airline needs
to move surveillance system video and audio off an air-
plane after an incident, they must move between 8 to 16
Gigabyte (GB) of data, which can take days to weeks to
"trickle-load" the data by using the existing wireless net-
works and/or by removing and replacing the network stor-
age unit onboard the aircraft. In addition, when an inflight
entertainment system needs to be reloaded with new
content, around 32 GB of data must be loaded onto a
server in a back office and then the server is swapped
with one that is currently installed onboard the aircraft.
Also, for military mission systems, the data transfers must
be done by removing an old storage unit and replacing
it with a new unit. For all three cases, the current data
pipe bandwidth capacity in existing wireless off-board
communications solutions is not capable of moving this
amount of data on or off the airplane within a reasonable
timeframe. Hours, days, or weeks are required to move
these large data cashes onboard or off board the airplane
by using the current off board systems.
[0036] The system of the present disclosure incorpo-
rates multiple fiber (e.g., 1 - 10 gigabyte (Gb)) optic data
links (which utilize concave or convex lenses) and mul-
tiple broadband over powerline (BPL) data links into a
conventional three-phase alternating current (AC) power
interface (referred to as a Stinger cable) to form a multi-
use power interface to provide a high bandwidth solution
for efficiently and speedily transferring data to and from
a vehicle on the ground. The disclosed multi-use power
interface may be utilized at commercial and military air-
ports utilizing a 400 hertz (Hz) aircraft power infrastruc-
ture. In addition, when a wired 400Hz power infrastruc-
ture is not available, the disclosed multi-use power inter-
face may be utilized at regional or military airfields where
the operators utilize portable self-contained ground pow-
er carts to provide AC power to the airplane while the
airplane engines are off. Both solutions only require one
airplane onboard interface and one gatebox BPL/optical
data link solution (configuration) for ground-based data
off-board communication.
[0037] The disclosed system reduces the cost to the
airplane operators by providing a single solution for all
airfields, and reduces the cost to each regional and mil-
itary airfield by providing a single solution for the airfield
operations to support. Space inside the aircraft fuselage
around the ground power interface (e.g., the Stinger ca-
ble) connection outlet on the aircraft is at a premium. By
integrating the fiber optic links directly into the power in-
terface (e.g., Stinger cable) power pins, a new directly
coupled optical link is created, thereby resulting in a de-
vice that can be installed within the airplane quickly and
easily with minimal to no impact to the airplane structure.
As such, this ease in implementation reduces the barrier
to entry for the disclosed system and will be critical in the
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worldwide adoption of the disclosed system into existing
airport infrastructures.
[0038] Generally, the disclosed multi-use power inter-
face facilitates providing power to vehicle onboard sys-
tems and communicating with such systems without re-
quiring an additional interface/connector on the vehicle
itself. More specifically, existing power connectors
mounted to aircraft can be utilized for the power delivery
and communications described herein. The benefits of a
physical connection between the aircraft onboard sys-
tems and the ground system therefore can be achieved
without the added cost and complexity associated with
adding another physical connector to the vehicle. For ex-
ample, the ground crew need not make an extra connec-
tion between the aircraft and ground system in utilizing
the current system.
[0039] In addition, it should be noted that the disclosed
system enables factory automation, airplane functional
test, and airplane system test by replacing many thick
functional test umbilical cables that run between the fac-
tory floor test system through the airplane doors and
hatches to the internal airplane onboard systems with
the disclosed multi-use power interface. One or more of
the disclosed multi-use power interface, which comprises
multiple optical data paths and multiple BPL data paths,
provides the capacity and throughput needed to multiplex
all of the test signals needed for factory automation, func-
tional test, thereby greatly simplifying the required inter-
face needed for testing. In addition, the disclosed system
employs a bus multiplexer (e.g., ground bus multiplexer
and a vehicle bus multiplexer) at each end of the multi-
use power cable. These bus multiplexers multiplex sig-
nals from the many airplane data busses (e.g., ARINC-
429 buses, CAN buses, RS-485 buses, optical buses,
and Ethernet buses) and analog discrete signals from
the test systems into signals for the data paths (e.g., the
optical data paths and the BPL data paths) of the dis-
closed multi-use power interface. The bus multiplexers
also de-multiplex signals from the data paths of the multi-
use power interface back to the signals from the vehicle
data buses and the analog discrete signals from the test
systems.
[0040] The systems and methods described herein are
sometimes described in the context of an airplane. Such
systems and methods, however, are not limited to prac-
tice in connection with just airplanes and can be used in
connection with any vehicle (e.g., an airborne vehicle, a
space vehicle, a terrestrial vehicle, and a marine vehicle).
As used herein, the term vehicle refers to any object ca-
pable of mobility, including aircraft, automobiles, ships,
tanks, trucks, and locomotives. As used herein, the term
aircraft refers to airplanes, helicopters, missiles, and any
object capable of flight. Furthermore, the terms "data"
broadly refers to information in any format. In addition,
in one aspect, the systems and methods described here-
in facilitate communications between an aircraft and
ground system upon arrival of the aircraft at a gate.
[0041] It should be noted that the disclosed systems

and methods also can be modified and utilized in com-
bination with known power and communications systems
and methods. For example, it is contemplated that some
communications can still occur via power line communi-
cations, and wireless communications can also be used.
With multiple communications modalities, one modality
(e.g., power line communications) can be used as a fail-
over mode in the event one of the other modalities is not
operable. In addition, different modalities can be used to
facilitate creating different domains for communicating,
for example, commercial domain data and military do-
main data. As one example, the wireless domain could
be used as the commercial domain, the optical fiber do-
main (e.g., optical data paths) could be used as the mil-
itary domain, and the power domain (e.g., BPL data
paths) could be used as the inflight entertainment do-
main. Of course, numerous alternatives are possible.
[0042] In the following description, numerous details
are set forth in order to provide a more thorough descrip-
tion of the system. It will be apparent, however, to one
skilled in the art, that the disclosed system may be prac-
ticed without these specific details. In the other instances,
well known features have not been described in detail so
as not to unnecessarily obscure the system.
[0043] Embodiments of the present disclosure may be
described herein in terms of functional and/or logical
components and various processing steps. It should be
appreciated that such components may be realized by
any number of hardware, software, and/or firmware com-
ponents configured to perform the specified functions.
For example, an embodiment of the present disclosure
may employ various integrated circuit components (e.g.,
memory elements, digital signal processing elements,
logic elements, look-up tables, or the like), which may
carry out a variety of functions under the control of one
or more processors, microprocessors, or other control
devices. In addition, those skilled in the art will appreciate
that embodiments of the present disclosure may be prac-
ticed in conjunction with other components, and that the
system described herein is merely one example embod-
iment of the present disclosure.
[0044] For the sake of brevity, conventional techniques
and components related to data communication systems
for vehicles, and other functional aspects of the system
(and the individual operating components of the systems)
may not be described in detail herein. Furthermore, the
connecting lines shown in the various figures contained
herein are intended to represent example functional re-
lationships and/or physical couplings between the vari-
ous elements. It should be noted that many alternative
or additional functional relationships or physical connec-
tions may be present in an embodiment of the present
disclosure.
[0045] FIG. 1 is a diagram 100 showing the disclosed
multi-use power interface 110 connected to an exemplary
vehicle 120 and an exemplary ground system 130, in
accordance with at least one embodiment of the present
disclosure. In this figure, the vehicle 120 is an airplane.
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However, it should be noted that in other embodiments,
various different types of vehicles may be employed for
the vehicle 120 of the disclosed system including, but not
limited to airborne vehicles (e.g., airplanes, aircraft, and
helicopters), space vehicles (e.g., space planes and sat-
ellites), terrestrial vehicles (e.g., tanks, trucks, and loco-
motives), and marine vehicles (e.g., ships and boats).
[0046] In this figure, the vehicle (i.e. airplane) 120 in-
cludes a connector 140 mounted on the external surface
of the body (e.g., fuselage) of the vehicle 120 so that the
connector 140 is accessible to ground crew personnel.
The connector 140 comprises a plurality of sockets (e.g.,
refer to socket 320 of FIG. 3).
[0047] One end 160 of the multi-use power cable 110
includes a connector 150 (refer to FIG. 2). The connector
150 comprises a plurality of pins (e.g., refer to 210a,
210b, 210c, 220, 230a, 230b of FIG. 2). The other end
170 of the multi-use power cable 110 is connected to the
ground system 130. It should be noted that although the
ground system 130 is schematically illustrated as a
ground power cart in FIG. 1, components of the ground
system 130 may be integrated into other physical com-
ponents, for example, at an airplane gate, such as into
a jetway system.
[0048] When the vehicle 120 is on the ground, ground
crew personnel connect the connector 150 of the multi-
use power interface 110 to the connector 140 of the ve-
hicle 120 to such that the connector 150 is electrically
and communicatively coupled to the connector 140.
[0049] As will be explained in more detail below, the
multi-use power interface 110 comprises both optical por-
tions (e.g., an optical fiber(s) or fiber optic cable) and
power portions (e.g., electrical conductive materials).
Connectors 140 and 150 also comprise optical portions
(e.g., an optical fiber(s) or fiber optic cable) and power
portions (e.g., electrical conductive materials). During
operation, data is transferred back and forth between at
least one onboard system (not shown) on the vehicle 120
and the components in the ground system 130 via con-
nectors 140 and 150 and the multi-use power interface
110. In addition, power is supplied to at least one onboard
system (not shown) on the vehicle 120 from the ground
system 130 via connectors 140 and 150 and the multi-
use power interface 110. In one or more embodiments,
the onboard system(s) of the disclosed system may be
various different types of systems including, but not lim-
ited to, an avionics system, an aircraft control domain
system, an aircraft information system, a video surveil-
lance system, an inflight entertainment system, and/or a
mission system. In at least one embodiment, the data
comprises at least one of aircraft control domain data
(e.g., avionics data, flight management computer data),
aircraft information systems data (e.g., weather data, air-
craft state data, temperature data, winds data, runway
location data, flight level for descent data), or inflight en-
tertainment data (e.g., movies data, music data, games
data).
[0050] It should be noted that in other embodiments,

the vehicle 120 may comprise more than one connector
140 as is shown in FIG. 1. For these embodiments, sep-
arate multi-use power interfaces 110 will be connected
respectively to the connectors 140 on the vehicle 120. In
addition, for these embodiments, the multi-use power in-
terfaces 110 may be connected to more than one ground
system 130.
[0051] FIG. 2 is a diagram 200 showing an exemplary
pin interface of a connector 150 of the disclosed multi-
use power interface 110, in accordance with at least one
embodiment of the present disclosure. The connector
150 mounts (e.g. mates) to the connector 140 (refer to
FIG. 1) of the vehicle 120. The connector 150 comprises
a housing 250 having an insulated base 260 and a side-
wall 270 extending around the base 260.
[0052] As illustrated in FIG. 2, six pins 210a, 210b,
210c, 220, 230a, 230b extend from the base 260 of the
connector 150. Each pin 210a, 210b, 210c, 220, 230a,
230b includes a power portion (which is an outer con-
ductive portion that comprises an electrical conductive
material, such as a metal) 280a, 280b, 280c, 280d, 280e,
280f and an optical portion (which comprises at least one
optical fiber or a fiber optic cable) 240a, 240b, 240c, 240d,
240e, 240f. The optical portion 240a, 240b, 240c, 240d,
240e, 240f of each of the pins 210a, 210b, 210c, 220,
230a, 230b extends within and is coextensive (e.g., flush)
with an end of the power portion 280a, 280b, 280c, 280d,
280e, 280f of the pin 210a, 210b, 210c, 220, 230a, 230b.
[0053] In one or more embodiments, the power portion
280a, 280b, 280c of pins 210a, 210b, 210c delivers three-
phase alternating current (AC) power (i.e. each of the
three pins 210a, 210b, 210c has a different sinusoidal
phase) to the vehicle 120. Pin 220 is a neutral pin and
operates as ground. Pins 230a, 230b are interlocking
pins that are used to ensure that the pins 210a, 210b,
210c, 220 of the connector 150 are properly seated (e.g.,
mated) within the sockets (e.g., refer to socket 320 of
FIG. 3) of the connector 140 of the vehicle 120. As such,
during operation, to prevent the multi-use power interface
110 from being energized with power before the connec-
tor 150 is fully seated in connector 140 of the vehicle 120,
the interlocking pins 230a, 230b will not allow the ground
system 130 to provide power to the multi-use power in-
terface 110 and vehicle 120 until the pins 210a, 210b,
210c, 220, 230a, 230b are all fully seated within the sock-
ets (e.g., refer to socket 320 of FIG. 3) of connector 150.
The interlocking pins 230a, 230b are shorter in length to
ensure that the longer pins 210a, 210b, 210c, 220 of the
connector 150 are fully seated in the sockets of connector
140 of the vehicle 120. This protective feature provided
by the interlocking pins 230a, 230b provides arc flash
mitigation (e.g., prevents arcing in the connector 150 to
the aircraft 120) and provides safety to the ground crew
(e.g., prevents the ground crew from being shocked by
handling a loose multi-use power interface 110 that is
energized).
[0054] The connector 150 is electrically connected to
at least one onboard system (not shown) on the vehicle
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120, and more particularly, each pin 210a, 210b, 210c,
220, 230a, 230b is connected to at least one such on-
board system to provide power via the power portion
280a, 280b, 280c, 280d, 280e, 280f. In addition, each
pin 210a, 210b, 210c, 220, 230a, 230b is connected to
at least one such onboard system to enable communi-
cations (e.g., the transfer of data) via the power portion
(e.g., broadband over powerline (BPL)) 280a, 280b,
280c, 280d, 280e, 280f and/or via the optical portion (e.g.,
optical communications over the optical fiber(s) or fiber
optic cable) 240a, 240b, 240c, 240d, 240e, 240f.
[0055] The particular configurations for the connector
150 can vary widely depending on the particular vehicle
120 and onboard systems involved. The connector 150
shown in FIG. 2 is just one example connector. For ex-
ample, the size and number of pins 210a, 210b, 210c,
220, 230a, 230b can vary. The particular arrangement
of pins 210a, 210b, 210c, 220, 230a, 230b can also vary.
In addition, the materials for the connector 150 selected
may depend on the particular environment in which the
vehicle 120 operates.
[0056] FIG. 3 is a diagram 300 showing an exemplary
pin 210a of the connector 150 of the disclosed multi-use
power interface 110 positioned to mate with a socket 320
of a connector 140 on the vehicle 120, where the exem-
plary pin 210a comprises a convex lens 350, in accord-
ance with at least one embodiment of the present disclo-
sure. In this figure, a first connector 150 that mounts to
a connector 140 on a vehicle 120 is shown. Connector
150 of the multi-use power interface 110 includes a hous-
ing 250, sometimes referred to as a fiber optic/electrical
transition block, and is schematically illustrated as having
only one pin 210a.
[0057] The pin 210a comprises threads 310 on one of
its ends. The pin 210a is attached to the connector 150
by screwing the threads 310 of the pin 210a within
threads (not shown) formed inside of the connector 150.
As such, the pin 210a is removable from the connector
150.
[0058] The Pin 210a further comprises a power portion
280a and an optical portion 240a extending within and
coextensive with an end of the power portion 280a. The
optical portion 240a comprises a fiber optic cable 330.
Alternatively, the optical portion 240a may comprise one
or more optical fibers. In addition, each optical fiber may
be a single mode fiber or a multi-mode fiber. A fiber optic
cable 314 extends from the optical portion 240a to an
optical-to-Ethernet interface 316, and an Ethernet cable
318 extends from the optical-to-Ethernet interface 316.
Fiber optic cable 314, optical-to-Ethernet interface 316,
and Ethernet cable 318 are all housed within the multi-
use power interface 110, which is connected to the
ground system 130. The Ethernet cable 310 connects to
systems in the ground system 130 that receive and/or
provide data. Data provided by the ground system 130
can be communicated via Ethernet cable 318 and fiber
optic cable 314 to optical portion 240a.
[0059] A convex lens (i.e. bulging outwards from the

lens) 350 is mounted on the end of the fiber optic cable
330. The convex lens 350 spreads (or enlarges) a beam
351 of an optical signal radiating out from the optical por-
tion 240a of the pin 210a. The convex lens 350 spreads
the beam 351 by dispersing the beam 351 by means of
refraction. The convex lens 350 may be a simple lens,
which comprises a single piece of transparent material,
or a compound lens that comprises several simple lenses
(usually arranged along a common axis). The convex
lens 350 may be manufactured from various different
types of materials including, but not limited to, glass, plas-
tic, and/or quartz. The materials are ground and polished
or molded into the convex shape. The spreading of the
beam 351 allows for sloppiness in the mating (e.g., crook-
ed or not fully mated) of the pin 210a of the connector
150 of the multi-use power interface 110 with the socket
320 of the connector 140 on the vehicle 120.
[0060] A second connector 140 that forms part of a
vehicle 120 is shown. Connector 140 includes a housing
360, sometimes referred to as a fiber optic/electrical tran-
sition block, and is schematically illustrated as having
one socket 320. Socket 320 includes a power portion 370
and an optical portion 380 at the base 390 of power por-
tion 370.
[0061] A fiber optic cable 395 extends from optical por-
tion 380 to an optical-to-Ethernet interface 397, and an
Ethernet cable 398 extends from the optical-to-Ethernet
interface 397. Fiber optic cable 395, optical-to-Ethernet
interface 397, and Ethernet cable 398 are carried on-
board the vehicle 120 (e.g., they are all housed within
the vehicle 120). Ethernet cable 398 connects to onboard
systems on the vehicle 120 so that data generated by
such systems can be communicated via Ethernet cable
398 and fiber optic cable 395 to optical portion 380. Con-
nector 140 is electrically connected to onboard systems
(not shown) on the vehicle 120, and more particularly,
socket 320 is connected to at least one such onboard
system to provide power via power portion 370 and en-
able communications via the optical portion 380 and/or
the power portion 370.
[0062] More specifically, prior to operation, pin 210a is
disposed into socket 320 so that pin 210a is secured
within socket 320 with an interference fit. For example,
ground crew may connect connector 150 with connector
140. Power supplied to socket 320 is transmitted through
conductive portion 280a of pin 210a to power portion 370
of socket 320 and to onboard systems on the vehicle 120.
[0063] Data is transferred from onboard systems via
Ethernet cable 398, interface 397, and fiber optic cable
395 to optical portion 380 illustrated as an optical fiber
cable 330. An optical link is established between the op-
tical portion 380 and optical portion 240a. Data is trans-
mitted across such link and to the ground system 130 via
the multi-use power interface 110. For example, the on-
board system may collect data such as advanced avion-
ics data, in-flight entertainment system data, catering
system data, passenger system data, and/or engine
monitoring data using a number of monitors onboard the
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vehicle 120, and transmit the data to the ground system
130 via the optical link.
[0064] In addition, data is transferred from onboard
systems via the power portion 370 of socket 320 to the
power portion 280a of pin 210a. A broadband over pow-
erline (BPL) link is established between the power portion
370 and power portion 280a. Data is transmitted across
such link and to the ground system 130 via the multi-use
power interface 110. As such, the onboard system may
collect data such as advanced avionics data, in-flight en-
tertainment system data, catering system data, passen-
ger system data, and/or engine monitoring data using a
number of monitors onboard the vehicle 120, and trans-
mit the data to the ground system 130 via the BPL link.
[0065] Of course, many variations of system are pos-
sible and contemplated. For example, the configuration
and number of pins 210a, 210b, 210c, 220, 230a, 230b
of connector 150 and sockets 320 of connector 140 may
vary. In addition, the transmission mode and format of
data communications utilized by onboard systems and
ground system components and may vary from system
to system, and from component to component. The sys-
tem can be modified to accommodate such formats and
transmission modes.
[0066] FIG. 4A is a detailed diagram 400 showing an
exemplary pin 210a of the connector 150 of the disclosed
multi-use power interface 110 positioned to mate with a
socket 320 of a connector 140 on the vehicle 120, where
the exemplary pin 210a comprises a convex lens 350, in
accordance with at least one embodiment of the present
disclosure. Pin 210a includes an outer power portion
280a and an optical portion 240a extending within and
coextensive with an end 356 of the power portion 280a.
Pin 210a also includes threads 310 to facilitate securing
pin 210a within housing 250.
[0067] As shown in FIG. 4A, pin 210a is hollow, which
facilitates securing optical portion 240a, which may be
at least one optical fiber or a fiber optical cable, within
pin 210a. In addition, threads 310 are configured to mate
with threads in an opening in connector 150 of the multi-
use power interface 110 so that pin 210a is readily and
easily secured within the connector 150. In the event pin
210a is damaged or worn, pin 210a can be replaced, or
removed and repaired, without having to remove the con-
nector 150 from the multi-use power interface 110.
[0068] Also shown in FIG. 4A, connector 140 of the
vehicle 120, comprises socket 320, which has a power
portion 370 and an optical portion 380. The bottom 390
of the socket 320 is concave in shape such that it is com-
plementary in shape to the convex lens 350.
[0069] FIG. 4B is a detailed diagram 450 showing an
exemplary pin 210a of the connector of the disclosed
multi-use power interface 110 mated with a socket 320
of a connector 140 on the vehicle 120, where the exem-
plary pin 210a comprises a convex lens 350, in accord-
ance with at least one embodiment of the present disclo-
sure. In this figure, the pin 210a is shown to be disposed
into the socket 320 such that the convex lens 350 located

at the end of the pin 210a mates with an interior surface
of the bottom 390 of the socket 320. During operation,
after the pin 210a mates with the socket 320, the ground
system 130 provides power to at least one onboard sys-
tem on the vehicle 120 via the power portion 280a of the
pin 210a and the power portion 370 of the socket 320.
Additionally, after the pin 210a mates with the socket
320, data is communicated between (i.e. to and/or from)
the onboard system of the vehicle 120 and the ground
system 130 via the optical portion 240a of the pin 210a
and the optical portion 380 of the socket 320, and/or via
the power portion 280a of the pin 210a and the power
portion 370 of the socket 320.
[0070] FIG. 5A is a detailed diagram 500 showing an
exemplary pin 510a of the connector 150 of the disclosed
multi-use power interface 110 positioned to mate with a
socket 520 of a connector 540 on the vehicle 120, where
the exemplary pin 510a comprises a concave lens 550,
in accordance with at least one embodiment of the
present disclosure. In this figure, the pin 510a of FIG. 5A
is similar to the pin 210a of FIG. 4A, except that the pin
510a in FIG. 5A comprises a concave lens 550, while the
pin 210a of FIG. 4A comprises a convex lens 350. In
addition, the connector 540 FIG. 5A is similar to connec-
tor 140 of FIG. 4A, except that the bottom 590 of the
socket 520 of the connector 540 of FIG. 5A is convex in
shape, while the bottom 390 of the socket 320 of the
connector 140 of FIG. 4A is concave in shape. The bot-
tom 590 of the socket 520 is convex in shape such that
it is complementary in shape to the concave lens 550.
[0071] A concave lens (i.e. depressed into the lens)
550 is mounted on the end of the fiber optic cable 530.
The concave lens 550 spreads (or enlarges) a beam 551
of an optical signal radiating out from the optical portion
540a of the pin 510a. The concave lens 550 spreads the
beam 551 by dispersing the beam 551 by means of re-
fraction. The concave lens 550 may be a simple lens,
which comprises a single piece of transparent material,
or a compound lens that comprises several simple lenses
(usually arranged along a common axis). The concave
lens 550 may be manufactured from various different
types of materials including, but not limited to, glass, plas-
tic, and/or quartz. The materials are ground and polished
or molded into the convex shape. The spreading of the
beam 551 allows for sloppiness in the mating (e.g., crook-
ed or not fully mated) of the pin 510a of the connector
150 of the multi-use power interface 110 with the socket
520 of the connector 540 on the vehicle 120.
[0072] FIG. 5B is a detailed diagram 560 showing an
exemplary pin 510a of the connector 540 of the disclosed
multi-use power interface 110 mated with a socket 520
of a connector 540 on the vehicle 120, where the exem-
plary pin 510a comprises a concave lens 550, in accord-
ance with at least one embodiment of the present disclo-
sure. In this figure, the pin 510a is shown to be disposed
into the socket 520 such that the concave lens 550 lo-
cated at the end of the pin 510a mates with an interior
surface of the bottom 590 of the socket 520. During op-
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eration, after the pin 510a mates with the socket 520, the
ground system 130 provides power to at least one on-
board system on the vehicle 120 via the power portion
580a of the pin 510a and the power portion 570 of the
socket 520. Additionally, after the pin 510a mates with
the socket 520, data is communicated between (i.e. to
and/or from) the onboard system of the vehicle 120 and
the ground system 130 via the optical portion 540a of the
pin 510a and the optical portion 581 of the socket 520,
and/or via the power portion 580a of the pin 510a and
the power portion 570 of the socket 520.
[0073] FIG. 6 is a flow chart showing the disclosed
method 600 for communicating data between a vehicle
and a ground system, in accordance with at least one
embodiment of the present disclosure. At the start 610
of the method 600, a pin of a connector of a multi-use
power interface, which is connected to the ground sys-
tem, is disposed into a socket of a connector of a vehicle
such that a lens located on an end of the pin mates with
an interior surface of a bottom of the socket 620. Then,
the ground system provides power to an onboard system
of the vehicle via the power portions of the pin and the
socket 630. Also, at least a portion of the data is com-
municated between the onboard system and the ground
system via the optical portions of the pin and the socket
640. In addition, at least a portion of the data is commu-
nicated between the onboard system and the ground sys-
tem via the power portions of the pin and the socket 650.
Then, the method 600 ends 660.
[0074] FIG. 7 is a diagram 700 showing the disclosed
multi-use power interface 110 connected to an exemplary
vehicle 120 and a ground bus multiplexer 710 on the
ground, in accordance with at least one embodiment of
the present disclosure. The multi-use power interface
110 may be employed for factory automation, functional
test, system test, and/or data transfer by utilizing bus
multiplexers (e.g., a ground bus multiplexer 710 associ-
ated with the ground system 130 and a vehicle bus mul-
tiplexer (not shown in FIG. 7, refer to 810 in FIG. 8) lo-
cated on (e.g., housed within) the vehicle 120) to com-
plete the bus repeater system. The bus multiplexers (e.g.,
ground bus multiplexer 710 and vehicle bus multiplexer
810), which are connected to each other via the multi-
use power interface 110, interface with the multiple buses
(720, refer to 820 of FIG. 8) that are located on the on-
board systems of the vehicle 120 as well as the multiple
buses 720 on the ground system 130. In addition, in one
or more embodiments, the bus multiplexers (e.g., ground
bus multiplexer 710 and vehicle bus multiplexer 810) re-
ceive the data from the multiple buses 720, 820 and en-
code at least a portion of the received data as Ethernet
packets. The Ethernet packets are modulated and trans-
mitted over the multi-use power interface 110. The com-
bination of the bus multiplexers (e.g., ground bus multi-
plexer 710 and vehicle bus multiplexer 810) and the multi-
use power interface 110 (which comprises optical data
paths and BPL data paths) enables a complete functional
test interface harness, thereby reducing system com-

plexity. Ethernet communications that is routed through
the bus multiplexers is treated similar to routing the com-
munications through an Ethernet switch.
[0075] In FIG. 7, the ground bus multiplexer 710 is
shown to be connected to the multi-use power interface
110 and to the ground system 130 (which may be a fac-
tory automation rack, a functional test rack, a system test
rack, test equipment, and/or a ground power cart). A plu-
rality of data buses 720 are connected to the ground sys-
tem 130 and to the ground bus multiplexer 710. In one
or more embodiments, the data buses 720 and/or the
ground bus multiplexer 710 are housed within the ground
system 130.
[0076] In one or more embodiments, During operation
of the disclosed system, the ground bus multiplexer re-
ceives the data from the data buses 720 and multiplexes
the data from the data buses 720 into at least one data
path (e.g., at least one optical data path on at least one
optical portion 240a and/or at least one BPL data path
on at least one power portion 280a) of the multi-use pow-
er interface 110. The data is then transmitted from the
ground bus multiplexer 710 to the aircraft 120 via the
multi-use power interface 110. A vehicle bus multiplexer
(not shown in FIG. 7, refer to 810 of FIG. 8), which is
located inside of the aircraft 120, will then demultiplex
the data from the data path(s) of the multi-use power
interface 110 into data buses (refer to 820 of FIG. 8),
which are connected to at least one onboard system on
the vehicle 120, and transmit the data via the data buses
(refer to 820 of FIG. 8) to the onboard system(s) on the
vehicle 120. In one or more embodiments, the onboard
system(s) is an avionics system, an aircraft control do-
main system, an aircraft information system, a video sur-
veillance system, an inflight entertainment system,
and/or a mission system.
[0077] In addition, in one or more embodiments, during
operation, the vehicle bus multiplexer 810 receives the
data from the data buses (refer to 820 of FIG. 8), which
are connected to at least one onboard system on the
vehicle 120, and multiplexes the data from the data buses
(refer to 820 of FIG. 8) into at least one data path (e.g.,
at least one optical data path on at least one optical por-
tion 240a and/or at least one BPL data path on at least
one power portion 280a) of the multi-use power interface
110. Then, the data is transmitted from the vehicle bus
multiplexer 810 to the ground bus multiplexer 710 via the
multi-use power interface 110. The ground bus multiplex-
er 710 will then demultiplex the data from the data path(s)
of the multi-use power interface 110 into the data buses
720, and transmit the data via the data buses 720 to the
ground system 130.
[0078] FIG. 8 is a diagram 800 showing the disclosed
multi-use power interface 110 connected to a ground bus
multiplexer 710 on the ground and a vehicle bus multi-
plexer 810 on the vehicle 120, in accordance with at least
one embodiment of the present disclosure. In this figure,
the multi-use power interface 110 is shown to be con-
nected to the ground bus multiplexer 710 and the vehicle
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bus multiplexer 810. In addition, a plurality of data buses
720 are connected to the ground bus multiplexer 710. In
one or more embodiments, various different types of data
buses may be employed for the data buses 720 connect-
ed to the ground bus multiplexer 710 including, but not
limited to, aeronautical radio, incorporated (ARINC) bus-
es (e.g., ARIN-429), controller area network (CAN) bus-
es, recommended standard (RS) buses (e.g., RS-485 or
RS-232), optical buses, and/or Ethernet buses. Addition-
ally, a plurality of data buses 820 are connected to the
vehicle bus multiplexer 810. In one or more embodi-
ments, various different types of data buses may be em-
ployed for the data buses 820 connected to the vehicle
bus multiplexer 810 including, but not limited to, aero-
nautical radio, incorporated (ARINC) buses (e.g., ARIN-
429), controller area network (CAN) buses, recommend-
ed standard (RS) buses (e.g., RS-485 or RS-232), optical
buses, and/or Ethernet buses. It should be noted that at
least one of the types of data buses employed for data
buses 720 may be different than at least one of the types
of data buses employed for data buses 820.
[0079] FIGS. 9A and 9B are a flow charts showing the
disclosed method 900 for communicating data between
a vehicle and a ground system utilizing bus multiplexers
(e.g., ground bus multiplexer 710 and vehicle bus multi-
plexer 810), in accordance with at least one embodiment
of the present disclosure. At the start 905 of the method
900, a vehicle bus multiplexer on the vehicle receives
the data via a plurality of vehicle data buses from an
onboard system on the vehicle 910. Then, the vehicle
bus multiplexer multiplexes the data into at least one data
path of a multi-use power interface 915. The multi-use
power interface then transmits via at least one data path
the data from the vehicle bus multiplexer to a ground bus
multiplexer associated with the ground system 920.
Then, the ground bus multiplexer demultiplexes the data
from at least one data path of the multi-use power inter-
face into a plurality of ground data buses associated with
the ground system 925. The ground bus multiplexer
transmits the data via a plurality of ground data buses to
the ground system 930.
[0080] Also, the ground bus multiplexer associated
with the ground system receives the data via the plurality
of ground data buses associated with the ground system
935. The ground bus multiplexer then multiplexes the
data into at least one data path of the multi-use power
interface 940. Then, the multi-use power interface trans-
mits via at least one data path the data from the ground
bus multiplexer to the vehicle bus multiplexer on the ve-
hicle 945. The vehicle bus multiplexer then demultiplexes
the data from at least one data path of the multi-use power
interface into the plurality of vehicle data buses on the
vehicle 950. Then, the vehicle bus multiplexer transmits
the data via the plurality of vehicle data buses to the on-
board system on the vehicle 955. Then, the method 900
ends 960.
[0081] FIG. 10 is a flow chart showing the disclosed
method 1000 for establishing a connection for the trans-

fer of data from a vehicle (e.g., an aircraft) 120 to a ground
system 130 via the disclosed multi-use power interface
110, in accordance with at least one embodiment of the
present disclosure. During operation of the disclosed sys-
tem, once the ground crew connects the connector 150
of the multi-use power interface 110 to the connector 140
of the vehicle 120, at least one processor (e.g., at least
one processor located on at least one onboard systems
of the vehicle 120) must authenticate the ground system
130 before the processor(s) commands at least one on-
board system to transfer data from the vehicle 120 to the
ground system 130 via the multi-use power interface 110.
[0082] At the start of this method 1000 for establishing
a connection for the transfer of data from a vehicle (e.g.,
an aircraft) 120 to a ground system 130, at least one
processor authenticates the ground system 130 by ver-
ifying at least one of the following determinations (i.e.
1010, 1020, 1030, 1040, and/or 1050). For the first de-
termination, the processor(s) determines whether the
voltage provided by the multi-use power interface 110 is
approximately an expected voltage (e.g., whether the
voltage is 115 +/- 5 volts alternating current (Vac)) 1010.
If the processor(s) determines that the voltage provided
by the multi-use power interface 110 is not approximately
an expected voltage, then the processor(s) ends the
handshaking sequence with the ground system 130 to
establish the data link 1060.
[0083] However, if the processor(s) determines that
the voltage provided by the multi-use power interface 110
is approximately an expected voltage, then the proces-
sor(s) determines whether the phase separation from a
power (e.g., a three-phase alternating current (AC) pow-
er) provided by the multi-use power interface 110 is ap-
proximately an expected phase separation (e.g., approx-
imately 120 degrees) 1020. If the processor(s) deter-
mines that the phase separation from a power provided
by the multi-use power interface 110 is not approximately
an expected phase separation, then the processor(s)
ends the handshaking sequence with the ground system
130 to establish the data link 1060.
[0084] However, if the processor(s) determines that
the phase separation from a power provided by the multi-
use power interface 110 is approximately an expected
phase separation, then the processor(s) determines
whether a current (e.g., amperage) provided by the multi-
use power interface 110 is approximately an expected
current (e.g., the amperage is in the normal range for the
load profile) 1030. If the processor(s) determines that the
current (e.g., amperage) provided by the multi-use power
interface 110 is not approximately an expected current,
then the processor(s) ends the handshaking sequence
with the ground system 130 to establish the data link
1060.
[0085] However, if the processor(s) determines that
the current provided by the multi-use power interface 110
is approximately an expected current, then the proces-
sor(s) determines whether the broadband over powerline
(BPL) link provided by the multi-use power interface 110
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is healthy (e.g., the BPL link is determined to be healthy
if it is operating within an expected data rate range) 1040.
However, if the processor(s) determines that the BPL link
provided by the multi-use power interface 110 is not
healthy, then the processor(s) ends the handshaking se-
quence with the ground system 130 to establish the data
link 1060.
[0086] However, if the processor(s) determines that
the BPL link provided by the multi-use power interface
110 is healthy, then the processor(s) determines whether
the optical link (i.e. fiber link) provided by the multi-use
power interface 110 is healthy (e.g., the optical link is
determined to be healthy if it is operating within an ex-
pected data rate range) 1050. However, if the proces-
sor(s) determines that the optical link provided by the
multi-use power interface 110 is not healthy, then the
processor(s) ends the handshaking sequence with the
ground system 130 to establish the data link 1060.
[0087] However, if the processor(s) determines that
the optical link provided by the multi-use power interface
110 is healthy, then the processor(s) sends a command
(e.g., at least one wake up command signal) to at least
one onboard system on the vehicle 120 to transfer (i.e.
move) the data from the vehicle 120 to the ground system
130 via the multi-use power interface 110. After the on-
board system(s) receives the command(s), the onboard
system(s) begins the transfer of the data to the ground
system 130.
[0088] FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram 1100 showing
the various different types of data 1110a, 1110b, 1110c
for the vehicle 120 that may be assigned to the different
portions (e.g., optical portions 240a, 204b, 240c, 240d,
240e, 240f and power portions 280a, 280b, 280c, 280d,
280e, 280f) of the disclosed multi-use power interface
110, in accordance with at least one embodiment of the
present disclosure. In particular, for the disclosed sys-
tem, data is partitioned into at least one optical portion
240a, 240b, 240c, 240d, 240e, 240f of at least one pin
210a (phase 1), 210b (phase 2), 210c (phase 3), 220
(neutral), 230a (program pin 1), 230b (program pin 2)
and/or at least one the power portion 280a, 280b, 280c,
280d, 280e, 280f of at least one pin 210a (phase 1), 210b
(phase 2), 210c (phase 3), 220 (neutral), 230a (program
pin 1), 230b (program pin 2) of the multi-use power in-
terface 110. In one or more embodiments, the data that
is partitioned may comprise aircraft control domain data
1110a (e.g., avionics data, flight management computer
data), aircraft information systems data 1110b (e.g.,
weather data, aircraft state data, temperature data, winds
data, runway location data, flight level for descent data),
or inflight entertainment data 1110c (e.g., movies data,
music data, games data). In at least one embodiment,
how the data is specifically partitioned onto the optical
portion(s) 240a, 240b, 240c, 240d, 240e, 240f of the
pin(s) 210a (phase 1), 210b (phase 2), 210c (phase 3),
220 (neutral), 230a (program pin 1), 230b (program pin
2) and/or the power portion(s) 280a, 280b, 280c, 280d,
280e, 280f of the pin(s) 210a (phase 1), 210b (phase 2),

210c (phase 3), 220 (neutral), 230a (program pin 1), 230b
(program pin 2) of the multi-use power interface 110 may
be negotiated between at least one processor (e.g., of
at least one onboard system) on the aircraft 120 with at
least one processor of the ground system 130.
[0089] Although particular embodiments have been
shown and described, it should be understood that the
above discussion is not intended to limit the scope of
these embodiments. While embodiments and variations
of the many aspects of the invention have been disclosed
and described herein, such disclosure is provided for pur-
poses of explanation and illustration only. Thus, various
changes and modifications may be made without depart-
ing from the scope of the claims. Where methods de-
scribed above indicate certain events occurring in certain
order, those of ordinary skill in the art having the benefit
of this disclosure would recognize that the ordering may
be modified and that such modifications are in accord-
ance with the variations of the present disclosure. Addi-
tionally, parts of methods may be performed concurrently
in a parallel process when possible, as well as performed
sequentially. In addition, more parts or less part of the
methods may be performed.
[0090] Accordingly, embodiments are intended to ex-
emplify alternatives, modifications, and equivalents that
may fall within the scope of the claims.
[0091] Many other examples of the art disclosed exist,
each differing from others in matters of detail only. Ac-
cordingly, it is intended that the art disclosed shall be
limited only to the extent required by the appended claims
and the rules and principles of applicable law.

Claims

1. A method for communicating data between a vehicle
(120) and a ground system (130), the method com-
prising:

disposing a pin (210a, 510a) of a connector
(150) of a multi-use power interface (110), which
is connected to the ground system (130), into a
socket (320, 520) of a connector (140, 540) of
the vehicle (120) such that a lens (350, 550) lo-
cated on an end of the pin (210a, 510a) mates
with an interior surface of a bottom (390, 590)
of the socket (320, 520), wherein said lens (350)
is concave shaped and the interior surface of
the bottom (390) of the socket (320) is convex
shaped or said lens (550) is convex shaped and
the interior surface of the bottom (590) of the
socket (520) is concave shaped,
wherein the pin (210a, 510a) and the socket
(320, 520) each comprise an optical portion
(240a, 540a) and a power portion (280a, 580a);
providing, by the ground system (130), power to
an onboard system on the vehicle (120) via the
power portions (280a, 580a, 370) of the pin
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(210a, 510a) and the socket (320, 520); and
communicating at least a portion of the data
(1110a, 1110b, 1110c) between the onboard
system and the ground system (130) via the op-
tical portions (240a, 540a, 380) of the pin (210a,
510a) and the socket (320, 520).

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the method further
comprises communicating at least a portion of the
data (1110a, 1110b, 1110c) between the onboard
system and the ground system (130) via the power
portions (280a, 580a, 370) of the pin (210a, 510a)
and the socket (320, 520).

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the method further
comprises spreading, by the lens (350, 550), a beam
(351, 551) of an optical signal radiating from the op-
tical portion (240a, 540a) of the pin (210a, 510a).

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the vehicle (120) is
one of an airborne vehicle, a space vehicle, a terres-
trial vehicle, or a marine vehicle.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the data (1110a,
1110b, 1110c) comprises at least one of aircraft con-
trol domain data, aircraft information systems data,
or inflight entertainment data.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the pin (210a, 510a)
is removable from the connector (150) of the multi-
use power interface (110).

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the power comprises
alternating current (AC) power.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the onboard system
is one of an avionics system, an aircraft control do-
main system, an aircraft information system, a video
surveillance system, an inflight entertainment sys-
tem, or a mission system.

9. A system for communicating data between a vehicle
(120) and a ground system (130), the system com-
prising:

the ground system (130) connected to a multi-
use power interface (110);
the vehicle (120) comprising a connector (140,
540), which comprises a socket (320, 520); and
the multi-use power interface (110) comprising
a connector (150), which comprises a pin (210a,
510a) that is to be disposed into the socket (320,
520) such that a lens (350, 550) located on an
end of the pin (210a, 510a) mates with an interior
surface of a bottom (390, 590) of the socket (320,
520), wherein said lens (350) is concave shaped
and the interior surface of the bottom (390) of
the socket (320) is convex shaped or said lens

(550) is convex shaped and the interior surface
of the bottom (590) of the socket (520) is con-
cave shaped,
wherein the ground system (130) is to provide
power to an onboard system on the vehicle (120)
via power portions (280a, 580a, 370) of the pin
(210a, 510a) and the socket (320, 520) and at
least a portion of the data (1110a, 1110b, 1110c)
is communicated between the onboard system
and the ground system (130) via optical portions
(240a, 540a, 380) of the pin (210a, 510a) and
the socket (320, 520).

10. The system of claim 9, wherein at least a portion of
the data (1110a, 1110b, 1110c) is communicated
between the onboard system and the ground system
(130) via the power portions (280a, 580a, 370) of the
pin (210a, 510a) and the socket (320, 520).

11. The system of claim 9, wherein the lens (350, 550)
is to spread a beam (351, 551) of an optical signal
radiating from the optical portion (240a, 540a) of the
pin (210a, 510a).

12. The system of claim 9, wherein the vehicle (120) is
one of an airborne vehicle, a space vehicle, a terres-
trial vehicle, or a marine vehicle.

13. The system of claim 9, wherein the data (1110a,
1110b, 1110c) comprises at least one of aircraft con-
trol domain data, aircraft information systems data,
or inflight entertainment data.

14. The system of claim 9, wherein the pin (210a, 510a)
is removable from the connector (150) of the multi-
use power interface (110).

15. The system of claim 9, wherein the power comprises
alternating current (AC) power.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Kommunizieren von Daten zwischen
einem Fahrzeug (120) und einem Bodensystem
(130), wobei das Verfahren aufweist:

Anordnen eines Stifts (210a, 510a) eines Ste-
ckers (150) einer Multifunktions-Energieschnitt-
stelle (110), die mit dem Bodensystem (130) ver-
bunden ist, in einer Fassung (320, 520) eines
Steckers (140, 540) des Fahrzeugs (120), so
dass sich eine Linse (350, 550), die sich an ei-
nem Ende des Stifts (210a, 510a) befindet, mit
einer Innenfläche eines Bodens (390, 590) der
Fassung (320, 520) verbindet, wobei die Linse
(350) konkav geformt ist und die Innenfläche des
Bodens (390) der Fassung (320) konvex ge-
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formt ist oder wobei die Linse (550) konvex ge-
formt ist und die Innenfläche des Bodens (590)
der Fassung (520) konkav geformt ist,
wobei der Stift (210a, 510a) und die Fassung
(320, 520) jeweils einen optischen Abschnitt
(240a, 540a) und einen Energieabschnitt (280a,
580a) aufweisen;
Bereitstellen, durch das Bodensystem (130),
von Energie an ein Bordsystem im Fahrzeug
(120) über die Energieabschnitte (280a, 580a,
370) des Stifts (210a, 510a) und der Fassung
(320, 520); und
Kommunizieren von zumindest einem Teil der
Daten (1110a, 1110b, 1110c) zwischen dem
Bordsystem und dem Bodensystem (130) über
die optischen Abschnitte (240a, 540a, 380) des
Stifts (210a, 510a) und der Fassung (320, 520).

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verfahren
ferner ein Kommunizieren von zumindest einem Teil
der Daten (1110a, 1110b, 1110c) zwischen dem
Bordsystem und dem Bodensystem (130) über die
Energieabschnitte (280a, 580a, 370) des Stifts
(210a, 510a) und der Fassung (320,520) aufweist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verfahren
ferner ein Ausbreiten, durch die Linse (350, 550),
eines Strahls (351, 551) eines optischen Signals auf-
weist, das von dem optischen Abschnitt (240a, 540a)
des Stifts (210a, 510a) ausgestrahlt wird.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Fahr-
zeug(120) ein Luftfahrzeug, ein Raumfahrzeug, ein
terrestrisches Fahrzeug oder ein Marinefahrzeug ist.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Daten
(1110a, 1110b, 1110c) Luftfahrzeug-Steuerdomä-
nendaten, Luftfahrzeug-Informationssystemdaten
und/oder Bordunterhaltungsdaten aufweisen.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Stift (210a,
510a) aus dem Stecker (150) der Multifunktions-En-
ergieschnittstelle (110) entfernbar ist.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Energie eine
Wechselstrom-(AC-)Energie aufweist.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Bordsystem
ein Avioniksystem, ein Luftfahrzeug-Steuerdomä-
nensystem, ein Luftfahrzeuginformationssystem,
ein Video-überwachungssystem, ein Bordunterhal-
tungssystem oder ein Missionssystem ist.

9. System zum Kommunizieren von Daten zwischen
einem Fahrzeug (120) und einem Bodensystem
(130), wobei das System aufweist:

das Bodensystem (130), das mit einer Multifunk-

tions-Energieschnittstelle (110) verbunden ist;
das Fahrzeug(120), das einen Stecker(140,
540) aufweist, der eine Fassung (320, 520) auf-
weist; und
die Multifunktions-Energieschnittstelle (110),
die einen Stecker(150) aufweist, der einen Stift
(210a, 510a) aufweist, der in der Fassung (320,
520) anzuordnen ist, so dass sich eine Linse
(350, 550), die sich an einem Ende des Stifts
(210a, 510a) befindet, mit einer Innenfläche ei-
nes Bodens (390, 590) der Fassung (320, 520)
verbindet, wobei die Linse (350) konkav geformt
ist und die Innenfläche des Bodens (390) der
Fassung (320) konvex geformt ist oder wobei
die Linse (550) konvex geformt ist und die In-
nenfläche des Bodens (590) der Fassung (520)
konkav geformt ist,
wobei das Bodensystem (130) zum Bereitstel-
len von Energie an ein Bordsystem im Fahrzeug
(120) über Energieabschnitte (280a, 580a, 370)
des Stifts (210a, 510a) und der Fassung (320,
520) dient und wobei zumindest ein Teil der Da-
ten (1110a, 1110b, 1110c) zwischen dem Bord-
system und dem Bodensystem (130) über opti-
sche Abschnitte (240a, 540a, 380) des Stifts
(210a, 510a) und der Fassung (320, 520) kom-
muniziert wird.

10. System nach Anspruch 9, wobei zumindest ein Teil
der Daten (1110a, 1110b, 1110c) zwischen dem
Bordsystem und dem Bodensystem (130) über die
Energieabschnitte (280a, 580a, 370) des Stifts
(210a, 510a) und der Fassung (320, 520) kommu-
niziert wird.

11. System nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Linse (350, 550)
zum Ausbreiten eines Strahls (351, 551) eines opti-
schen Signals dient, das von dem optischen Ab-
schnitt (240a, 540a) des Stifts (210a, 510a) ausge-
strahlt wird.

12. System nach Anspruch 9, wobei das Fahrzeug (120)
ein Luftfahrzeug, ein Raumfahrzeug, ein terrestri-
sches Fahrzeug oder ein Marinefahrzeug ist.

13. System nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Daten (1110a,
1110b, 1110c) Luftfahrzeug-Steuerdomänendaten,
Luftfahrzeug-Informationssystemdaten und/oder
Bordunterhaltungsdaten aufweisen.

14. System nach Anspruch 9, wobei der Stift (210a,
510a) aus dem Stecker (150) der Multifunktions-En-
ergieschnittstelle (110) entfernbar ist.

15. System nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Energie Wech-
selstrom-(AC-)Energie aufweist.
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Revendications

1. Procédé de communication de données entre un vé-
hicule (120) et un système au sol (130), le procédé
comprenant :

la disposition d’une broche (210a, 510a) d’un
connecteur (150) d’une interface d’alimentation
électrique à usages multiples (110), qui est con-
nectée au système au sol (130), dans une prise
(320, 520) d’un connecteur (140, 540) du véhi-
cule (120) de telle manière qu’une lentille (350,
550) située sur une extrémité de la broche
(210a, 510a) est en accouplement avec une sur-
face intérieure d’un fond (390, 590) de la prise
(320, 520), dans lequel ladite lentille (350) est
de forme concave et la surface intérieure du fond
(390) de la prise (320) est de forme convexe ou
ladite lentille (550) est de forme convexe et la
surface intérieure du fond (590) de la prise (520)
est de forme concave,
dans lequel la broche (210a, 510a) et la prise
(320, 520) comprennent chacune une partie op-
tique (240a, 540a) et une partie alimentation
électrique (280a, 580a) ;
la fourniture, par le système au sol (130), d’une
alimentation électrique à un système embarqué
sur le véhicule (120) par l’intermédiaire des par-
ties alimentation électrique (280a, 580a, 370)
de la broche (210a, 510a) et de la prise (320,
520) ; et
la communication d’au moins une partie des
données (1110a, 1110b, 1110c) entre le systè-
me embarqué et le système au sol (130) par
l’intermédiaire des parties optiques (240a, 540a,
380) de la broche (210a, 510a) et de la prise
(320, 520).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le pro-
cédé comprend en outre la communication d’au
moins une partie des données (1110a, 1110b,
1110c) entre le système embarqué et le système au
sol (130) par l’intermédiaire des parties alimentation
électrique (280a, 580a, 370) de la broche (210a,
510a) et de la prise (320, 520).

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le pro-
cédé comprend en outre l’étalement, par la lentille
(350, 550), d’un faisceau (351, 551) d’un signal op-
tique rayonnant à partir de la partie optique (240a,
540a) de la broche (210a, 510a).

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le vé-
hicule (120) est l’un d’un véhicule aérien, d’un véhi-
cule spatial, d’un véhicule terrestre ou d’un véhicule
marin.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les

données (1110a, 1110b, 1110c) comprennent au
moins l’une de données de domaine de commande
d’aéronef, de données de systèmes d’information
d’aéronef, ou de données de divertissement en vol.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la bro-
che (210a, 510a) peut être retirée du connecteur
(150) de l’interface d’alimentation électrique à usa-
ges multiples (110).

7. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’ali-
mentation électrique comprend une alimentation
électrique en courant alternatif (CA).

8. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le sys-
tème embarqué est l’un d’un système avionique,
d’un système de domaine de commande d’aéronef,
d’un système d’information d’aéronef, d’un système
de vidéosurveillance, d’un système de divertisse-
ment en vol, ou d’un système de mission.

9. Système de communication de données entre un
véhicule (120) et un système au sol (130), le système
comprenant :

le système au sol (130) connecté à une interface
d’alimentation électrique à usages multiples
(110) ;
le véhicule (120) comprenant un connecteur
(140, 540), qui comprend une prise (320, 520) ;
et
l’interface d’alimentation électrique à usages
multiples (110) comprenant un connecteur
(150), qui comprend une broche (210a, 510a)
qui est destinée à être disposée dans la prise
(320, 520) de telle manière qu’une lentille (350,
550) située sur une extrémité de la broche
(210a, 510a) est en accouplement avec une sur-
face intérieure d’un fond (390, 590) de la prise
(320, 520), dans lequel ladite lentille (350) est
de forme concave et la surface intérieure du fond
(390) de la prise (320) est de forme convexe ou
ladite lentille (550) est de forme convexe et la
surface intérieure du fond (590) de la prise (520)
est de forme concave,
dans lequel le système au sol (130) est destiné
à fournir une alimentation électrique à un systè-
me embarqué sur le véhicule (120) par l’inter-
médiaire de parties alimentation électrique
(280a, 580a, 370) de la broche (210a, 510a) et
de la prise (320, 520) et au moins une partie des
données (1110a, 1110b, 1110c) est communi-
quée entre le système embarqué et le système
au sol (130) par l’intermédiaire de parties opti-
ques (240a, 540a, 380) de la broche (210a,
510a) et de la prise (320, 520).

10. Système selon la revendication 9, dans lequel au
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moins une partie des données (1110a, 1110b,
1110c) est communiquée entre le système embar-
qué et le système au sol (130) par l’intermédiaire
des parties alimentation électrique (280a, 580a, 370)
de la broche (210a, 510a) et de la prise (320, 520).

11. Système selon la revendication 9, dans lequel la len-
tille (350, 550) est destinée à étaler un faisceau (351,
551) d’un signal optique rayonnant à partir de la par-
tie optique (240a, 540a) de la broche (210a, 510a).

12. Système selon la revendication 9, dans lequel le vé-
hicule (120) est l’un d’un véhicule aérien, d’un véhi-
cule spatial, d’un véhicule terrestre ou d’un véhicule
marin.

13. Système selon la revendication 9, dans lequel les
données (1110a, 1110b, 1110c) comprennent au
moins l’une de données de domaine de commande
d’aéronef, de données de systèmes d’information
d’aéronef, ou de données de divertissement en vol.

14. Système selon la revendication 9, dans lequel la bro-
che (210a, 510a) peut être retirée du connecteur
(150) de l’interface d’alimentation électrique à usa-
ges multiples (110).

15. Système selon la revendication 9, dans lequel l’ali-
mentation électrique comprend une alimentation
électrique en courant alternatif (CA).
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